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APC ACTIVITIES 
Next Meeting  July 15, 2019  7:00 PM 

Board Meeting August 5, 2019  7:00 PM 

Programs 

     Aug. 19, 2019 NC Botanical Garden 

   by Mike Dunn 

     Oct. 21, 2019 Seasons in Yellowstone 

   & Tetons by Barney Koszalka 

 

     

 

 

        Field Trips    

 June—August 2019 Haw River Trail 

 

        PhotoShows 

     July 15, 2019  Reflections 

     Sept. 16, 2019  Haw River Trail or 
    Nature/Landscape 

     Nov. 18, 2019  Flowers/Macro 

Photo by—Dick Schenck 

http://www.alamancephoto.com/
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As photographers we are known to stop what 

we are doing and grab our cameras or phones 

to capture a photo. I think this is what sepa-

rates a photographer from others that only 

shoot photos on special occasions. Always in 

pursuit of the next photo! No mater if we are 

busy and do not have the time or need to be 

doing something “more important”. It’s the 

love and desire of the “image” that keeps our 

interest going. Seeing the way light shows it-

self on a leaf in the shadows of a scene or the 

dewdrop on a flower early in the morning, 

photo ideas can be anything and everything. 

Have we shot enough sunsets to satisfy our 

endless need of the way Nature presents itself 

differently every day? A scene, an event, the 

moment, the light, the shapes, the shadows, 

all the things you can think of and the instan-

taneous moments that life reveals to you. 

These things all ask to be captured and ob-

served so that we as photographers can share 

with each other as well as the ones that do 

not see the World as we do. What inspires 

your photographic images? Many times, just 

the thought of an image is followed through in 

the process of making that photo a reality. So 

often I have set out to capture a particular 

“theme” or photographic idea and in the pro-

cess deviated to find something completely 

different. I want to think we are not only pho-

tographers but explorers on a quest. Exploring 

the World with camera in hand and docu-

menting life and everyday occurrences for the 

first time to show others that may not have 

our unique abilities or view.                                                                                                

I personally think that being in a Photography 

Club allows us to share our photographic skills 

and views with others that have that same in-

terest. It should be our goal to share our tech-

nical and artistic knowledge with members 

and others in the community. What is more 

gratifying than showing your photographic 

skills to the public at an exhibit and hearing 

the positive feedback from others? To me a 

photo can tell a story in one shot or create a 

mood or make a statement. Photography has 

been the visual representation of history and 

the documentation of life itself since the first 

image was made. Not only do we have abili-

ties to make an image, but we can use our im-

ages to inspire others to think, feel, and 

change their understanding of the subject. 

Photography can motivate and teach and help 

give understanding. Photography can draw 

out emotions and take us to places that may 

not be possible on our own. I invite you to 

share your inspirations with your camera to 

the members of the club as well as the com-

munity. The ability of capturing the image can 

be only the beginning. After capturing the im-

age, the adventure begins with sharing and 

reliving our experiences.  

 

Mike King 
APC President 
Mking0379@gmail.com 
336-260-0379 

President’s Comments—July 2019 

Behind the Lens with Mike King 

“What inspires your photographic images?” 

mailto:Mking0379@gmail.com
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 President  Mike King 

 1st & 2nd    V/P  and  Dave Kaplan 
Program Chairs Scott Duvall  

 Secretary  George Siple 

 Treasurer  Nancy Jacobus 

 PhotoShow Committee 
Chair  Keith O'Leary    
Members  Herbert House 

    Gene Lentz 

 Outings/Field Trips Hugh Comfort 

 Publicity Chair  Jayne Tapia 

 Exhibit Chair  Sandra Whitesell 

 Membership Chair Carole Barnard 

 Twin Lakes Rep. Len Barnard  

 Web Master  JP Lavoie 

 Past President  Len Barnard 

 Editor   Ray Munns 

Notice: 

There will be a Board meeting on August 5th at 7PM in 
the small meeting room at Twins Lakes. All board 

members are requested to attend. 
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July 15th PhotoShow - REFLECTIONS  

Keith O’Leary, PhotoShow Chair  

We encourage ALL members to submit photographs for our bi-monthly Photo Show and 
would like to see EVERYONE represented!    

We try not to exceed 50 photos per show. Therefore, we ask that you submit a maximum 
of two (2) photos. We may only use one of your photos based on the number of entries so 
PLEASE indicate your preferred photo in the file name of each photo (01 or 02; See naming 
information below). If you have any issues with formatting, please let us know at apcpho-
toshow@gmail.com and we will be happy to assist. Also let us know if your submitted 
photo is not acknowledged within a few days.  

Submission Details  

Number of Entries:  
Max of two (2) entries per member.  Please indicate your preferred photo with the number 
01.  

Size:  
As large as you like as long as file size does not exceed 25 MB.   

Preferred minimum size is 1024 x 768. 

 Format: 
.jpg  

File Name: 
Please rename your photos using the following format:  

       Firstname.lastname_01 or 02 (per preferred photo) _Meeting Date in yyyy-mm format.  

       Example: john.doe_01_2019-07.jpg   john.doe_02_2019-07.jpg  

Email:  
Email Address:   Send all images to apcphotoshow@gmail.com    

Email Subject Line:  The month of the PhotoShow – your first name and last initial.  

 Example: July – John D.  

Entry Deadline:  
5PM on Monday, July 8, 2019.  

Please Note:  Submissions that do not adhere to these guidelines may be returned. 

mailto:apcphotoshow@gmail.
mailto:apcphotoshow@gmail.
mailto:apcphotoshow@gmail.com
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Alamance Photo Club 

Summer 2019 Field Trip 

Normally the APC does not have a Summer Field Trip because it is too hot or too many con-

flicts with vacations etc., etc., etc. But this year we are trying something new in several 

ways. First, this one will last from June through August. It is to the Haw River Trail (website 

at https://www.thehaw.org/), which many of you will remember from the program we had 

last year. There are several Sections of the Trail, with parking available in each Section, and 

the Sections extend for some distance, as well as connecting to the other Sections by 

means of the Trail. And in the fall, there is a PhotoShow in which you may enter your best 2 

photos, as well as submitting others to Mike King for the year-end Christmas Party Extrava-

ganza. 

So here are the ground rules for participation in the Field Trip activities: 

1. Photos may be taken any time during the June through August time period.  

2. Photos may be taken anywhere on or near the Haw River Trail, including on or near the 

Haw River itself.  

3. Get your 2 best photos prepared quickly to submit for the September PhotoShow. 

You can, of course, visit different areas as often as you like at any time of day that the park 

is open (8:00 AM to 8:00 PM during this period). Please visit the website for more infor-

mation on the Trail. We are trying to make this as fun, flexible and convenient to individual 

schedules as possible. If you have any questions or suggestions, contact Hugh Comfort at 

(comfortrh@gmail.com, or 336-350-9241). 

Hugh Comfort—Field Trips Chair 

2019 APC Photography Exhibit 

Our fall Exhibit will again be at the Paramount Theater. It will hang Oct. 
4th-Dec. 1st. Your photos will need to be dropped off on Monday, Sept. 30th. 

A reception will be held on Saturday, Oct. 19th from 3-5. More information 

is coming for the details later.  

Thank you,  

Sandra Whitesell, Exhibit Chair 

https://www.thehaw.org/%20
mailto:comfortrh@gmail.com
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How to Photograph Butterflies 
By David Peterson 

Do you remember chasing butterflies when you were a kid? If you remember those days, 

you are already aware of the challenges involved in cornering a butterfly. Like most wild 

creatures, butterflies really don't appreciate humans. They definitely don't appreciate 

small humans with nets, and I'm sorry to say that they also don't appreciate larger humans 

with cameras. So today I'm going to give you some tips for how you can capture great, up-

close photos of butterflies despite their complete and utter aversion to your presence. 

 

 
 

 

f/5.6, 1/30 sec., 200 mm 

Exotic Butterfly by Flickr user epicnom 

 

 

 

 

Equipment and settings 

Butterfly shots are, for all intents and purposes, macro shots. Now, you don’t need to 

shoot them at 1:1 to create compelling images, but they’re small so you do have to get 

close. And the closer you try to get, the harder it’s going to be to capture them. Unlike 

their juvenile form (the caterpillar), butterflies move fast, and macro photography gets a 

lot more challenging when your subjects aren’t willing to sit still. 

A macro lens is a great investment for anyone who photographs insects, but not just any 

macro lens. You’re going to do best with a longer focal length macro lens, such as a 

100mm lens. Longer focal length means more distance between you and your subject, and 

more distance means you’re less likely to spook that subject before you’ve had a chance to 

take the pictures. 
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How to Photograph Butterflies . . . Continued 

Keep in mind that just because your lens has the word “macro” printed on the barrel does 

not necessarily mean it’s a macro lens. I have a 17 to 70mm zoom “macro” lens, but it can 

only shoot at 1:3 (that means that any subject I capture with that lens will appear on the 

image sensor at about 1/3rd the size it is in real life). In the case of my lens, “macro” simp-

ly means I can use the lens to get closer to my subject than I could with a standard zoom 

lens. But 1:3 is not true macro. 

True macro lenses don’t zoom, so if your “macro” lens is also a zoom lens it’s probably in 

the same class as mine. For 1:1 magnification you need a fixed focal length lens that is a 

true macro. Now, if you don’t have such a lens and it’s just not in your budget right now, 

you can still photograph butterflies, but you’re probably going to mostly capture shots of 

those butterflies with their environment, rather than very close up shots of their details.  

You will also need a tripod, which is true for any macro subject. A tripod will help you keep 

your camera still, and that’s especially important when you’re close (at very close range, 

even a little bit of camera movement can produce camera shake, even at faster shutter 

speeds). And second, getting the focus point right is especially important with macro sub-

jects because the closer you are, the less depth of field you have. If you don’t have your 

camera mounted on a tripod, your focus point could shift and you’ll end up with the wrong 

part of the shot in focus, and all the important stuff a blur. 

Having said all of that, butterflies are a special case because they are constantly on the 

move. You won’t really be able to lock down your tripod because you’ll have to follow your 

subject as it flies from flower to flower. But even with the head loose, your tripod is still 

going to help you achieve the added stability you need to have to prevent camera shake 

and to keep the focus point where it needs to be. So keep your camera on the tripod, but 

keep the head loose enough that you can still move your camera with your subject.  

Because butterflies move fast, you’ll also need a fast shutter speed (around 1/500 or faster, 

depending on if your subject is at rest or not), which may also mean turning up your ISO. 

You don’t want to go too high because higher ISOs produce noise, and noise is bad for de-

tail—but don’t be afraid to turn your ISO up to 200 or 400 if the need arises. Most modern 

cameras take photos at those ISOs that are virtually indistinguishable from ISO 100, and 

it’s far better to shoot at a higher ISO than it is to capture a butterfly with blurry wings.  
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How to Photograph Butterflies . . . Continued 

   

 

 

ISO 400, f/4.5, 1/850 sec., 28.4 mm 

Summer Butterfly by Flickr user Remember 

To Breathe 

 

 

 

 

How to approach a butterfly 

Thinking back to that butterfly net, why do you suppose it is that you had such trouble cap-

turing butterflies? When you’re a loud, wild little kid, you are a walking red flag. Those 

butterflies heard you coming, and they got the heck out of Dodge. If you had your net long 

enough you probably eventually figured this out, and learned how to sneak up on them. 

That’s the approach you’re also going to use when you photograph them.  

First, always move slowly. Take slow steps and make no sudden movements. Don’t lift your 

camera excitedly when you spot a butterfly, because that’s the best way to scare it away. In 

fact it’s generally going to be the best practice to settle down and wait for butterflies to 

come to you, rather than wandering around and trying to pursue them. Instead, figure out 

where butterflies like to go and set yourself up with a camping chair and your tripod and 

camera. Sit back and keep very still, and watch for butterflies. Because you’re not moving, 

they won’t be wary of you and may even 

land right next to you. You need a lot of 

patience to do this, but the process of cap-

turing butterfly photos is about patience 

from start to finish, so it’s best that you 

understand this before you even set out 

with your camera. 

ISO 1600, f/5.6, 1/50 sec., 57.6 mm 

More in the pink theme by Flickr user 

rkramer62 
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How to Photograph Butterflies . . . Continued 

It’s also good practice to switch off your autofocus—this is a good idea for macro photog-

raphy anyway, since macro photography involves a lot of precision with your focusing. But 

another reason why you need to do this when shooting butterflies is because the sound of 

your autofocus system can spook them—imagine getting that butterfly right where you 

want him and then scaring him away before you’ve even managed to lock focus. Instead, 

try pre-focusing on one of the flowers before the butterfly arrives, and then fine-tune your 

focus point once your subject is in place. And use burst mode—you need this because your 

subject is going to be moving around a lot. Shooting as many photos as you can of your 

subject once it arrives will give you a lot of options to choose from, some with prefect fo-

cus and some with focus that is going to be a bit unavoidably off.  

One final word of caution—watch your shadow. When a shadow falls on a butterfly that’s a 

signal that a predator is approaching, and your subject is going to fly away as fast as it can. 

Before those butterflies even arrive be aware of how the sun is positioned according to 

where you’re sitting, and where your shadow is going to fall as you adjust your camera.  

The golden hour 
The best time of the day to photograph butter-

flies is first thing in the morning. There are a 

couple of very good reasons for this—one, there 

is less likely to be wind, and wind or even a slight 

breeze can be enough to move the flowers your 

subjects are sitting on and create a motion 

blurred shot. Remember that when you get 

close, it’s not just the butterflies that are magni-

fied, it’s also any motion in the scene. So flowers 

that are bending in the wind may not be sharp 

even when you’re using what you consider to be 

a fast shutter speed. 

 

ISO 100, f/5.0, 1/160 sec., 250 mm 

sunrisebtfly by Flickr user zoomyboy.com 
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How to Photograph Butterflies . . . Continued 

Another reason why the morning golden hour is best is the obvious one—the light is soft 

and there aren’t going to be any hard shadows or detail-killing highlights. Try to keep the 

sun behind you, so the butterfly is evenly lit. Side light can also work, but only when the 

light is soft—once the sun is higher in the sky, those shadows can start to hide detail. Back 

lighting is an option too; with the right camera position you can get some gorgeous rim 

lighting around your butterfly’s wings. 

The final and most important reason why you will want to pursue butterflies first thing in 

the morning is because it tends to be cooler. Butterflies need warm sunshine on their 

wings in order to move quickly, so they’re going to be a lot more sluggish first thing in the 

morning. And sluggish butterflies are easier to track, focus on and photograph.  

If your part of the world has warm summer mornings, you may want to do most of your 

butterfly photography in the spring or fall, or whenever the forecast calls for cooler morn-

ing temperatures.  

Depth of field 
Unlike some other insect subjects, butterflies have a lot of depth to them, from antennae 

to abdomen and wingtip to wingtip. So you need to keep in mind that even at very small 

apertures you might not get enough depth of field to capture sharp detail across the entire 

butterfly. Try shooting the butterfly so its wing is parallel to your lens—keeping all that fine 

detail on the same plane will guarantee that it is all tack-sharp in the final image. And keep 

the aperture small (use a larger f-number) whenever the butterfly is positioned at an angle 

to your lens. If you’re close enough, you’re still going to get background blur, but you’ll get 

the greatest possible depth of field across the butterfly.  

 

 

 

ISO 400, f/5.6, 1/2000 sec., 300 mm 

'BIG' is better! / Southern Birdwing / Explore by Flickr 

user Fountain Head 
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How to Photograph Butterflies . . . Continued 

Butterflies in flight 
Shooting butterflies in flight is even more chal-

lenging, but you’ll find it incredibly rewarding 

when you do land that one amazing shot. You 

may want to try this in your own back yard or 

else develop a pretty thick skin for what people 

might think of you—capturing inflight butterflies 

often means getting very low to the ground, 

probably even laying down on your belly or even 

your back. Choose an area where you know 

there is a lot of butterfly traffic and wait patient-

ly for them to fly past. Shoot in shutter priority 

mode with the fastest shutter speed you can for 

the conditions (keep the aperture somewhere in 

the middle range, so that you won’t need pre-

cise focusing when the butterfly arrives). Make 

sure you pre-focus on an area where a lot of 

butterflies pass through, and shoot in burst 

mode. Then lay back and wait. Again, you need 

a ton of patience, but the payoff will be worth it. 

Conclusion 
Get up early and plan to spend some time waiting. You’re going to give yourself the best 

possible chance at success if you get everything ready in advance and get comfortable in 

that camping chair. Your window of opportunity for capturing great butterfly shots in low 

light is probably going to be small, so if you don’t get good results that first day, plan on 

coming back for another try. If you want to shoot past the golden hour, consider adding a 

ring flash to your arsenal—that’s going to help fill in those later morning shadows and 

freeze any action that might happen as the breeze picks up. Have fun and be patient! Even-

tually those butterflies are going to reward you with some amazing photos.  
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Seascape Photography Tips 
The sea is a place of great drama and moods. A photographer can’t control what will hap-

pen when shooting a seascape but can be observant and wait for the right moments. Eve-

rything can be taken in consideration; people in the shots, rocks, the beach, the sky. 

Wait for the Right Time 

If you are serious about seascape pho-

tography, you need patience. Always 

be on the lookout for changes in the 

weather, colors and moods. Central to 

seascape photography is natural light 

and how it affects the scene. Light has 

three basic qualities-intensity, direction 

and color, and all of them are affected 

by the time of the day. Composing your 

scene at the correct time enables you 

to get the best shot. Remember to protect your equipment from salt water and sand, 

which can be damaging. To add protection, use a specialized housing or a plastic bag. As 

usual, use a clear protective lens filter. 

Use a Wide-Angle Lens 

Not every seascape image has to be of 

crashing waves. On calmer, misty days, 

use a wide-angle lens to capture a 

different look. If you are on a beach, 

you can focus on points of interest like 

rocks, and people who may be explor-

ing. Use a tripod or monopod since 

light may be low, and shoot using a 

small aperture f/16-f/32 to keep the 

whole picture sharp. On a hazy day the 

result is a soft focused image. 
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Seascape Photography Tips . . . Continued 

Use a Fast Shutter Speed 

Capturing a wave as it curls cre-

ates great drama in a shot. Re-

member you need to use a fast 

shutter speed to freeze the water 

(around 1/1000s) and to avoid 

overexposure due to reflections 

from the sun. Try to underexpose 

the image slightly by 1 to 2 stops. 

You may be able to shoot a wave 

from a distance using a telephoto 

lens. With a waterproof housing, 

you can even be in the water for dramatic or creative photographs. 

 

Capture Movement 

To capture gentle moving water 

that gives the photo a soft, 

smooth whitish feel you must use 

a long shutter speed. Place your 

camera on the tripod and set the 

mode to TV or S (Shutter-Priority). 

Choose a slow shutter speed and 

allow the camera to choose the 

correct aperture. Using a ND filter 

helps reducing the amount of light 

reaching your camera fooling it 

into thinking it needs a longer shutter speed. 
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Seascape Photography Tips . . . Continued 

 

Dramatic Reflections 

The moment the sun bursts though the 

clouds, when it’s either setting or ris-

ing, creates real drama because the ac-

tion is mirrored on the water. Use a tri-

pod to avoid camera shake and set 

your camera to AV (Aperture-Priority) 

mode. Use a small aperture f/16-f/32 

for a deeper DOF (depth of field). For a 

more dramatic effect use a polarizing 

filter which will improve the color of 

the sky, bring out the clouds and reduce the reflected glare off the water. 

 

Use Lines 

Long exposure times create dramatic 

skies, which look like cloud trails and 

smooth, foaming water. Use a wide-

angle lens and a small aperture of f/16 

– f/32 to keep the foreground and 

background sharp. Always use a tripod 

to capture controlled movement. Re-

member to use lines to draw the eye 

into the image. For example, a pier that 

begins in the foreground and leads into 

the water creates a look of infinity. 
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Seascape Photography Tips . . . Continued 

Photograph Lighthouses 

Lighthouses are iconic and create excite-

ment in adults and children alike. Re-

member, to photograph a lighthouse 

well, you need good composition. Using 

a wide-angle lens and placing the light-

house in the far left corner makes the 

shot instantly different. Using a slow 

shutter speed captures the soft light 

beaming out at the top. Choose a wide 

aperture of around f/16 and place your 

camera on a tripod to avoid camera shake. 

 

Time of the Day is Very Important 

If you shoot in the early morning there can be a red hue in your images. As the morning 

progresses the red hue will turn to yellow. Long shadows are cast along a scene during 

these early hours. As you approach mid-day, the shadows are gone. Towards evening, the 

sun casts stronger colors similar to morning. 
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Seascape Photography Tips . . . Continued 

Recommended Settings 

Creating movement in seascape shots add drama. To do so, place the camera on a tripod 

and choose a slow shutter setting of 1/30s to begin with. You can even lower the shutter 

speed to a few seconds in low light conditions to create an ethereal soft blur effect. One 

more option is to choose your depth of field (by using aperture priority) and allow the 

camera to decide the shutter speed. 

Recommended Equipment 

Clean cloth: Even if you are shooting on a calm day, you can’t escape the salt spray and the 

blowing sand. These conditions can play havoc with your camera. When you have complet-

ed the photography for the day, wipe the camera with a clean cloth and ensure that there 

are no grains of sand. 

Lens filter: Keep the camera in the bag when not in use to protect it from salt and sand. 

Always have a filter to cover the lens to ensure that the lens does not get scratched (it is 

more expensive to replace a lens than a filter). 

Lens cleaning kit: Get away from the salt spray. Use lens cleaning fluid, or distilled water, to 

clean the front element. Protect your camera and always keep the lens cap on until you 

are ready to shoot. Hopefully this advice eliminates cleaning later. 

Conclusion 

Seascapes vary widely; even if there are no dramatic waves or skies, you can work with a 

moderately dull day by looking for aspects of interest in the rocks, the people, and sand. A 

shot capturing movement is always popular because of the dramatic effect it creates. Re-

flections are wonderful to use in water photographs. Use polarizers and neutral density fil-

ters as necessary; it’s far easier than using Photoshop later. Remember, photographing 

seascapes will not only produce beautiful images, but is a relaxing way to spend your time!  

http://www.exposureguide.com/
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Make Sure Your Photographs Tell a Story 

By Danny Eitreim 

 

Today’s photo tip–make sure all of your photos tell a story–is easy to understand but not 

so easy to put into practice. The good news is that, like anything else, it gets easier and 

better with experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Orange Carriages” captured by Cornelius Rahmadi 

In an interview, military photographer of the year, Master Sergeant Jeremy Lock, said that 

he looks for two things in a photograph: a face and a story. Admittedly, anyone can stum-

ble on a lucky shot where everything falls into place and they win a bunch of awards, but 

Master Sgt. Lock has won the military photographer of the year six years in a row; he obvi-

ously knows what it takes! 

Today, we will discuss the storytelling aspect of an award winning photo. This concept is so 

important that I wanted to talk about it a bit and give you a photo training project.  

An award winning image needs more than good exposure, sharp focus, and so on. It needs 

a story. Something that will engage the viewer and make him or her want to keep looking 

at the photo–and possibly even get some personal meaning from it. The problem is that 

it’s difficult to get this quality into your art. It takes being aware that a story is needed and 

the ability to find that story. 
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Make Sure Your Photographs Tell a Story . . . Continued 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Bukas Na Kami 8” captured by Rob Castro  

Here’s a project that may help you put the storytelling concept into your photography. For 

the next few weeks, every time you think about it, look around and ask, “If I had to take 

only one picture of this, what would be the ideal way to communicate exactly what is hap-

pening?” Once you’ve decided the best way to communicate what is happening, ask your-

self, “What is the least I could show that would clearly indicate what is happening?” In oth-

er words, first try to find the defining image, then strengthen it by eliminating extraneous 

details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Untitled” captured by Lilia Tkachenko 
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Make Sure Your Photographs Tell a Story . . . Continued 

Do this exercise while at home, at work, driving to and from work, walking the dog–

whenever you think of it. Eventually, looking for the story and finding the best way to visu-

ally tell the story will become a habit, and it will start to show up in your art. 

However, without a thorough grounding in the basics, you cannot hope to master the 

more advanced concepts. So, of course we’re assuming you know how to get your con-

cepts into the camera with aperture, exposure, composition, and so on. Art can’t happen if 

you are struggling with the technical details. They have to be almost second nature. If you 

feel you are weak in these basic areas, do whatever you can to learn to control your cam-

era. Practice, take courses, or get a friend to help out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Horse Hug” captured by Thomas Jeppesen 

In the meantime start looking at everything around you as a photo story, then decide how 

you could best tell that story in one photograph. 

Rm 


